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In the case of the theta functions of two variables (p = 2), the theta con-

stants (i. e., the ten functions with zero arguments) are well known to be expres-

sible in terms of any four (2P = 22 = 4) of them, the most interesting relations

being those in which the characteristics of the four form a Göpel quadruple.

Thus, in the formulae given by Krause in §11 of his book, Die Transformation

der hyperelliptischen Funktionen erster Ordnung, we have certain combinations

of the constants rationally expressed in terms of #,., &Q, dX2, #34 (formulae (1)),

while each constant is expressed irrationally in terms of the same (formulas (3)).

In the following pages the corresponding results are given for the case of the -

general theta functions (p = p) : viz., formulae (I), (II) below are a direct gen-

eralization of formulae (1) of Krause just referred to, and (IV) is a generaliza-

tion of (3), while (III) is a new relation not existing for the case p = 2 . f

I use the definitions and notations of Frobenius (Das Additionstheorem der

Thetafunctionen, Crelle's Journal, vol. 89,1880) and start with the formula

(loc. cit., p. 201) :

EC.)#[¿J (« + ») (« -«)(«+ &) (« - 6)

(1)

a

In this formula AQ= A, A,, • ■ •, Ar_x are the r = 2* characteristics of a Göpel

system, and Pa = AAa.

In (1) replace u and b by u + C and b + C, where C denotes any system of

half periods.    The formula becomes :

£ (P. C) a[Aa <7] (u + v) (u -v)(a+ b) (a - b)

(2)
= (C)Y.(PaC) #[AJ (u + b)(u- b) (a +v)(a-v).

* Presented to the Sooiety December 28, 1899.    Eeceived for publication December 28, 1899.

t Special examples of these relations for the case p = 3 were communicated to me by Mr. H.

W. Kuhn and suggested the generalizations here made.
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Putting « = 'u = a = 6=0we have

(i) E(p-C) *4[^.C] = (C) E(AC) n^J •

In (2) replace u hy u + Pß .    We obtain

D (PaC7) (J^) ¿[AP, C7] (« 4 ») (u - v) d[AaC] (a + b)(a- 6)

(3)

= (C) Z (AC) (J) ^«Al (M + &) (« - 6) #[4J (« + *)(«- «).

Making the arguments zero we have

£ (P.ff) (JÜ #2[^A G] #2[^C]

(4)

= (C) E(-p.c) (2) nAA] ^CA] •

This formula can be simplified.    Suppose the Göpel system to be represented

in the form

ABt,    AßB{ (< = o, 1, •••,Jr-l)

where P0 is the characteristic zero.    Then (4) can be written :

[i + (Pß, c)] ç (PC) (j^) v\ABtcr\*\A,BSr\

= (C) [1 4 (Pß , C)-] Ç (Pt7) (^) ^2[^P] ni,«,] •

In reducing to this form we notice that the Bi are contained among the Pa and

hence (Pß , P;) = 1 .

The  formula   so  obtained  vanishes   identically  if   (Pß , C) = — 1.     If

(Pß , C) = 1 we have

£ (AC) (^ e) ^[iiq^i^^]
(H)

= (C) Z (AC) (^) n^A] n^A] •

It is to be observed in this connection that

(AB¿ (AßB{) = (A) (Aß) (Pß , P) = (A) (Aß),
and

(ABfi) (AßB/J) = (A) (Aß) (Pß, C) = (A) (Aß).
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Consequently if A and Aß are of opposite character (i. e., one odd and the

other even), formula (II) vanishes identically.

Again, replacing u , v , a , b by u + \Py , v + \Py , a + \Py , b + %P%

in formula (3), we have

EC-P.C) (J Cy) &lA*°l (a - ^ ^AJ>" C7] (W - v)d[AaPyC] (a + b)

■d[AaPßPyC](u + v)

- (C)E (P.G) (Pf^ #[AJ (a - v) »lAaPßJ (u - b) d[AaPy] (a + v)

.d[AaPßPy](u + b).

Making the arguments zero we have

E0P.C)(PJ (}) *lA*C] d[AaPßC] d[AaPyC] a[AaPßPyC]

(5)

= (0)Tl(PaC)(F^yd[Aa-] d[AaPßla[AaPy] d[AaPßPy-] .

This formula can be  simplified by representing the characteristics of  the

Göpel system in the form :

ADj,    AßDj,    AyD.,    AAßAyD. (j=o, l, • • -, fr—1).

Equation (5) becomes :

[1 + (Pß , C)] [1 + (Py, C)-] Y,(DjC) (jA^A J dlADjC]

■ $iAßD.CA d[AyD.Cj d[AAßAyD.C]

(ö)

= [i + (Pß, co] [i + (Py, c)-](C) (*) (Y')l(^^) (\A)

■ »iAm ̂i^mi *c-vy »iaa*aj>¿ ■
If either (Pß , C) or (Py, C) is equal to — 1, formula (6) vanishes iden-

tically.    If (Pß, C) = (Py, C) = 1 we have

T,m0)QA A )»lADJC'\ &tA*DW »lA-PPi »[¿AßÄyDjCl
(III)   '

=(°) (a) {Acy) Ç0W (°AßAy ) »iAI>¿ *w¿ *c^y
■ a[AAßAyD^.
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Further results are most easily obtained by starting with the formula :

[IXÄ^JC" + v)(u-v)2 [Z^Ä*[^J(« + &X« -&)]
(T)       • _ _

= [ XX A *[4J (« + &)(«-&)] [ XX A *KJ («+«)(«-«)],

which is given in the memoir cited above (p. 200).    We assume here that the

characteristics Aa are all even.    Replace u, 6 by u + C, b + C.    We obtain :

[r(^J^Â^^C](«+^X^«)][z(X)v/:F«î?t^C3(&+oX^«)]

- [_Y,(¿.tCyPa&lAa-\(u+b)(u-b)\ lJ:^P^[Aa-](a+v)(a-v)-] .

Making the arguments zero and extracting the root we have

£ (£) ^A^C^C] = VzUa, cyp-^Aj^p-jxAj.

Multiply both members by "SPß , and add all the 2P equations obtained by

giving all possible combinations of signs to the radicals ^Pa, V'Pß . Using

S to denote this summation and observing that Sv/Pa ^Pß = 2p(Pa), or 0

according as a is or is not equal to ß, we have

(iv) 2^J(pa)^[^.c]=s^AVz(^,cKp;^[^j-z^Ä^[^j.

This formula vanishes identically if (AaC) = — 1.

The relation (IV) enables one to express all of the 2P~1 (2P + 1) theta con-

stants homogeneously and algebraically in terms of 2P of them, viz., the #[^4J •

Since the thetas depend on \p(p + 1) + 1 parameters (including the common

multiplicative constant) it is evident that for p > 2 formula (IV) gives a para-

metric representation of the theta constants with 2P — \p(p + 1) — 1 super-

fluous parameters; or, in other words, the 2P parameters #[-4J satisfy this

number of relations. These relations would seem to follow at once from formula

(3), p. 204 of the memoir of Frobenius already cited when the arguments u

are made to vanish.

Coenell Univeesity,

December, 1899.


